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Setup:
-Plug in your power adapter. The adapter that comes with the Pepetools Pen Plater works with any normal voltage output, so will
work worldwide. You have 2 plug types to choose from, US or European, simply slide the plug into the slot in the adapter and plug
into the outlet. The barrel plug will go into the front plug on the left hand side of the plater. There are three additional plugs on the
unit that are used for the Plating Pen and the Work Clip, plug each into either of the three plugs. Place the Cord Yoke into one of
the two small holes on the top/rear of the unit and run the cords through to keep them out of the way.
Use:
This Plating Pen comes with three double sided felt tips to get you started, but does not include any plating solution, this must be
bought seperately from your dealer. The contact on the pen is just inside the tip and the felt must touch this contact. TIP: Never
touch the felt tips with your bare ﬁngers, always use gloves or a plastic bag to insert or remove the tips. Push the tip in as far as
it will go into the tip of the pen. Remember, they are reversible, either end can be used. Next soak the tip while in the pen in your
pen plating solution. Remeber, you must use special pen plating solution, bath plating solution is not concentrated enough. Soaking for 2 to 3 minutes should be sufﬁcient to entirely saturate the felt with plating solution. Set the voltage of the plater by turning the Voltage Adjustment knob, you must rely on the directions from the plating solution manufacturer to determine the proper
voltage level. Clip the piece to be plated onto the Work Clip and bring the felt into contact with the piece moving slowly along the
surface you wish to plate. After several seconds of plating it may be necessary to dip the pen back into the solution to recharge
the tip.
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